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2001: Our first location
at Harbor Town Marina—
the perfect location for
our business. We were
greeted by the familiar
smell of resin each morning, or the sounds of the
Travelifts each afternoon.

JEFF DRUEK,

president of Outer Reef Yachts, started in
the boatbuilding business back in 1996 when he built the first of
his last four yachts, the latest being a 75 Expedition Yacht. “I have
instilled the same principles and attention to detail that I have
in my custom home-building business,” he says. “My extensive
knowledge of construction details, and passionate knowledge of
boats and yachts over the past 34 years has made my transition
into the yacht-building industry possible.” Outer Reef Yacht is
the culmination of a lifelong love for the boating and the sea. My
goal is to produce the ultimate yacht so others may follow their
dreams, as I have in my years of cruising.”

PMY: What recent innovations
differentiate your boats from
those you used to build?
DRUEK: Innovations in the
latest technology and build
processes are the main things.
Equipment such as SeaTorque
enclosed-shaft systems and constantly upgrading equipment are
our hallmarks. Outer Reef is on the
cutting edge of technology with
maintenance monitoring systems
from Wheelhouse technology and
the introduction of the Outer Reef
Quik-Code system which links all
critical equipment on board via QCode technology to our owners,
and reference manual, for
a user-friendly experience
for the owner-operator or captain.
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PMY: Is there a milestone
that was a turning point
in your company history?
DRUEK: I believe the main
turning point in our company’s
history was when the cruising
public began to realize that
Outer Reef stands alone when
it comes to after-sales service
and customer satisfaction. In
a business that generally is a
dealer model, it is almost impossible to offer personalized
after-sales service like Outer
Reef with its factory-direct
business model and top down
management where the CEO
of the company is still involved
with every customer service
decision.
PMY: What exciting things
do you see coming in the future for Outer Reef Yachts?
DRUEK: Outer Reef is in the
business of building dreams,

and we take our clients’ wish
lists very seriously. The idea
for our latest launch, the 550
Trident, was born from the
extensive market research
we conducted as well as
numerous requests for an
all-in-one vessel presenting
cruising flexibility, safety,
functionality, economy, and
an alluring retro-classic look.
This new design is essentially the realized version of an
extensive owner-generated
wish list. What’s more, her
owner can be confident in
her capability for long-range
cruising, or on the other
hand, for providing the ideal
platform for a quick weekend
jaunt. Additional model sizes
are offered, including 65 and
75 plus. The 55-foot Trident
will see her official launch at
the 2015 Cannes boat show.

June 2001: Jeff Druek at
the shipyard supervising
the meticulous detail of
the superstructure plug,
which would become the
mold. This tooling built the
73/80 series.

March 2005: This is Outer
Reef’s early display at the
Palm Beach Boat Show.
At this time, the mainstay
of Outer Reef’s business
were the 650, 730, and 780
models. This show was
an incredible experience,
as a long-range-cruising
showgoers boarded the
Outer Reefs on display and
embraced the robust build,
exquisite finishes, and
efficient long-range
cruising abilities.
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